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A New Era in
Content
Creation
Spicyble introduces an innovative platform that merges
artificial intelligence with blockchain technology, crafted
for content creators across a range of genres, including
adult entertainment. This cutting-edge platform uses AI to
enable creators to offer content that effectively recreates
their persona, allowing fans to generate personalized
experiences that truly embody the essence of the creator.
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Blockchain integration brings enhanced security and
transparency to Spicyble’s operations.

It streamlines transactions and interactions,
anchoring a tokenomics system that facilitates fair
compensation for creators. This system is not only
secure but also aligns with the emerging trends in
digital content monetization.

Key to Spicyble is its dual focus on customization
and creator control. 
Content creators can train AI models to generate
personalized content, ensuring their digital likeness
and intellectual property are protected and utilized
according to their preferences.



Solution
Spicyble redefines content
creation by blending
advanced AI with user-driven
personalization,
distinguishing it from typical
Content & AI platforms.
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Preprocessing

Training
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User-Directed Content03

Content creators upload a diverse range of their
work, including images and videos.

These uploads undergo a quality assurance
process, ensuring the AI operates with clear, high-
quality data.

Using this data, creators train the AI to replicate
their unique style and content nuances.

This training allows the AI to produce new content
that closely aligns with the creator's original style.

Users specify their content preferences, choosing
from various scenarios and styles available within
the creator’s permitted range.

The AI then generates content based on these user
inputs, adhering to the creator’s pre-defined
boundaries.



Blockchain

Spicyble utilizes the Solana
network, crafted to support
the requirements of our
platform’s microtransaction
ecosystem.
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Every user interaction translates into direct income
for creators, made possible by an architecture
designed for efficient transaction processing. Our
platform's scalability and performance commitment
ensure that creators reap the benefits of their
engagement without mentioning specific
transaction limits.

Privacy

Creator-Centric Staking
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Pegged Value03

Spicyble employs the Solana blockchain's
confidential token extension to maintain user
privacy while enabling secure transactions. 

Creators on Spicyble can stake their earnings,
benefiting from the compounded growth over time.
This feature is designed to reward continued
engagement and contribute to a robust creative
economy.

Creators set their fees in USD while subscribers
transact with Spicy tokens, automatically pegged to
the current exchange rate. 

The immediate conversion option to stablecoins for
creators anchors earnings, providing resilience
against crypto market swings.



Roadmap
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Presale & Community

Beta Launch

Tokenomics

Public Launch
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In Q2, we initiate our journey with the Pre-Sale
launch, setting the stage for early adopters to join
us. This quarter is about laying the foundation and
fostering our first wave of community engagement,
with feedback mechanisms in place to refine our
roadmap.

Moving into Q3, we unveil the Beta. This is where
Spicyble begins to take shape, guided by user
interactions and feedback. It’s a period of tuning
and tweaking, particularly our AI models, to enrich
the overall user experience.

Q4 marks the phase of Expansion. We’ll introduce
our Payment System to incentivize the community,
and our Personalization System will go live,
ensuring content resonates on a personal level. It’s
also the time to bolster our privacy controls,
reinforcing our commitment to user security.

The dawn of 2025, in Q1, is where we make our
grand entrance with the Public Launch. Here, we
hope to be exploring the implementation of video
creations, offering a glimpse into advanced content
production tools, and we aim to refine the
exchange processes, working towards a smooth,
seamless experience for all users.



Semi-passive income

Manual content creation

Limited customization

Potential data privacy concerns

Platform governance
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Passive income through tokens

High resemblance AI-generated content

Highly personalized for followers

Advanced privacy controls for creators

Community-driven governance

Onlyfans

Instagram

Comparison
Spicyble

Friction for earnings

Manual content creation

No customization

Potential data privacy concerns

Platform governance
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